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PRODUCT

CATALOGUE

Stoeger AIRGUNS is the Brand launched in 2008 by the
prestigious industrial BERETTA Group on the international
airgun market, a new niche for the company, using
synergy of Italian Engineering and Design, Beretta Group
experience in the hunting, shooting and optic industries,
production plants and own Beretta distribution forces.
A team of italian designers and engineers are
permanently developing new products.
Stoeger AIRGUNS is the exclusive
BERETTA HOLDING Brand in the field
of compressed air shooting.
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TECHNOLOGY
HUMAN TECH DESIGN
With its new Lines, Stoeger AIRGUNS creates the first compressed air rifles inspired by Urbino in Italy, a world heritage city, the cradle of Humanism.
Stoeger AIRGUNS combines Urbino’s technical inspiration with the innovative vision of Milan’s designers whose experience in Industrial Design (ID)
and User Experience (UX) is able to transform their technical inspirations into solid and attractive projects. Just thanks to this combination,
Stoeger AIRGUNS creates a new method, based on 3 sound compact concepts: Functional Ergonomics, User Interaction Study, User Experience.
PRO ADAPTIVE CHECKERING
Stoeger AIRGUNS ProAdaptive Checkering is the first technical result of our new “Human Tech Design” philosophy. It is the most versatile, efficient
and progressive checkering developed so far, one of a kind. It is the result of a project which let shooters expose themselves to a new experience,
become one with the airgun and find a perfect feeling with it. The special checkering progression actively and comfortably “fits” the gun, no matter
the environment shooters find themselves in.

STOEGER AIRGUNS MISSION
Stoeger AIRGUNS mission is to offer innovative design, advanced ergonomics, fascinating models with
excellent ballistic performance at the right price. Our vision is permanent innovation and development
of new airgun lines motivating young people to approach the world of hunting and shooting in training
by handling air guns and start to develop a proper shooting technique.

MULTI GRIP SYSTEM
Stoeger AIRGUNS offers a shooter the choice of the favourite grip and comfort thanks to the new Multi Grip System technology which, by means of an
easy and intelligent system, let the rifle be customized. Finally, shooters can adapt the rifle to their own style. Stoeger AIRGUNS rifles are incomparable
through their blend of: Fascinating Design, Supreme Shooting Ergonomics, Innovative Style, Technological Capability and Quality.

DESIGN AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Innovation in design is the brand’s rooted pillar in our ability to understand consumer needs, tastes and
aspirations. Italian designers and engineers are constantly engaged to create new possible models where
stylistic innovation is combined with functionality. Determined proportions, clear contours, precise lines
and pure surfaces are characteristics of Stoeger AIRGUNS design. Design is the focal point where vision,
creative inspiration and technology converge. At every phase of the process, from design
to industrialization, Stoeger AIRGUNS performs rigorously and tests the quality with precison.

RX LINE
The RX Line has been developed having in mind a new challenge: the design and implementation of something special that could convey new emotions
to both the enthusiastic shooters and those who just want to have fun in the open air or at the shooting range. The RX represents the perfect match
between technological style, technical efficiency and care for details. The elegant and ergonomic shapes makes the gun fit perfectly to the shooter.
Stoeger AIRGUNS and its RX Line translate technology in style.
XM1
XM1 ensures the best performance in every shooting situation, thanks to the ergo/anatomical studies performed by Italian Engineers (Human Tech Design)
and the best weight-stability ratio of the rifle. XM1 has a cutting-edge, distinct and streamlined design with multiple souls: sporty, elegant and innovative.
A distinct style of Stoeger AIRGUNS coupled with traits of a sports rifle and hunting rifle. XM1 provides to the shooter a uniquely emotional experience.
With its strong personality, pure design and absolute sportiness, XM1 is one of a kind.

Technologic Stoeger Logos

BEST ACCURACY
Stoeger AIRGUNS XM1 PCP rifles high precision and best accuracy: every Stoeger AIRGUNS XM1 PCP rifle is accuracy-tested to certify your rifle
can perform the best accuracy in its category with a 5 shot group. Ammunition used: Stoeger AIRGUNS X-Sport / Stoeger AIRGUNS X-Match;
Distance: 10 m; Power of the rifle: Full Power; N° of shots: 5.

INNOVATION AS A MUST

SPORTING HEART

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Stoeger AIRGUNS is synonymous with
Innovation and Italian Design. The Airguns
are exclusive, sensual, provocative and
always unmistakably Italian. In fact, all our
models are entirely idealized and designed
in Italy. Stoeger AIRGUNS has always been
the creator of dynamic and unrivalled rifles.

Stoeger AIRGUNS rifles are recreational air
rifles to have fun, to enjoy the first experience
of hunting and shooting. Enjoy the nature,
feel good and take up a different air rifle.
Our rifles are incomparable through their
blend of Fascinating Design and Supreme
Shooting Ergonomics.

Stoeger AIRGUNS has always in mind the
design and implementation of something
special that could convey new emotions
to the shooters. The Stoeger AIRGUNS
brand has a cutting-edge, distinct and
streamlined design with multiple souls:
Sporty, Elegant and Innovative.

S3 SUPPRESSOR - PATENTED *
Completely developed from scratch, it is the first suppressor in the world to have an interchangeable front sight and an air decompression chamber
that further enhances the performance of the air regulation baffles, optimized to be more performing than the S2 version. The revolutionary design
of the S3 Suppressor has made it possible to develop a longer barrel (35 mm), hence with a greater precision of shooting.

S4 SUPPRESSOR - PATENTED *
The latest Stoeger AIRGUNS design evolution of the integral silencer system. It combines the Dual-Effect of the baffles and decompression chamber
and now the additional compensator technology. The most advanced technology to reduce the noise better than ever. The best in its class.

RX Product Line Stoeger Logos
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STOEGER AIRGUNS XM1
S4 SUPPRESSOR WON THE RED DOT AWARD
PRODUCT DESIGN 2020
The “Red Dot” is the award for high design quality.
The international jury only awards this sought-after seal
of quality to products that feature an outstanding design.
STATEMENT BY THE JURY
The highly dynamic and modern design of the XM1 S4
Suppressor air rifle presents a functionality that was composed
with ergonomic requirements in mind.
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USER INTERACTION STUDY

FUNCTIONAL ERGONOMICS

GRIP LEVEL 1 HARD: HEXACELL
GRIP LEVEL 2 SOFT: THRIDION
SUPPORT VOLUME

USER EXPERIENCE
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AIR REGULATOR INTEGRATED

TECHNICAL DETAILS

ROTARY MAGAZINE

ANTI-REFLECTION ANGLE REAR SIGHT

MGS Multi Grip System
MONTE CARLO RAISED CHEEKPIECE:
for scope

MGS Multi Grip System
BASE CHEEKPIECE:
for open sights

PRO ADAPTIVE LENGTH
Length of pull adjustable with color
spacers for optimal comfort
PRO ADAPTIVE TRIGGER
Most flexible trigger in its
category - the first to offer
the progressive regulation
of the trigger length
( - 4 mm + 8 mm )

MGS Multi Grip System
BASE BLUE PISTOL GRIP
MGS Multi Grip System
XL BLACK PISTOL GRIP
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THRIDION PROADAPTIVE CHECKERING
ERGONOMIC BOLT LEVER
EBL system - EBL Ergonomic Bolt Lever
is the first lever with exclusive THRIDION
checkering for maximum grip

LEFT SIDE PICATINNY RAIL WITH INTEGRATED
ROTARY MAGAZINE RACK AND LOCKING MAGNETS
The first revolutionary multi-use Picatinny rail
developed by the Italian Engineers integrating
a rack for 3 spare magazines
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320 m/s - 1050 fps
XM1
XM1 ensures the best performance in every shooting situation,
thanks to the ergo/anatomical studies performed by Italian Engineers
(Human Tech Design) and the best weight-stability ratio of the rifle.
XM1

XM1 - COMBO

Included with the rifle
Single-shot tray
Rotary
magazine
Adapter

Right side
picatinny
Left side
picatinny

Base
cheekpiece

Base blue
pistol grip

Monte Carlo
raised
cheekpiece

XL black
pistol grip

XM1 - TECHNICAL FEATURES

PRO ADAPTIVE LENGTH
Length of pull adjustable with
color spacers for optimal comfort
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ERGONOMIC BOLT LEVER
With exclusive THRIDION
checkering for maximum grip

LEFT SIDE PICATINNY RAIL
Multi-use Picatinny rail integrating
a rack for 3 spare magazines

PRO ADAPTIVE TRIGGER
Progressive regulation of the
trigger length (- 4 mm +8 mm)

HIGH PRECISION
XM1 PCP rifle can perform
the best accuracy in its category
with a 5 shot group

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177 - 5,5 mm /.22

Finish

Black Synthetic - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Power source

Precharged pneumatic (PCP) with integrated regulator

Scope for combo

4x32 with high power mount

Cocking system Bolt-action System - Repeater

Total length

39 in. / 986 mm

Trigger

Stoeger Adjustable Sliding Trigger System (short position: - 4 mm; long position: + 8 mm)

Barrel length

22 in. / 565 mm

Safety

Manual

Weight

2,5 Kg without scope

Front sight

Interchangeable front sight with red fiber-optic

Velocity cal. 4,5 mm Up to 320 m/s (1050 fps)

Rear sight

Fully adjustable fiber-optic rear sight

Velocity cal. 5,5 mm Up to 274 m/s (900 fps)

Stock

Human Tech Design Synt. Stock - Ergonomic Features - MGS Technology - Ambidextrous Stock Design

Cylinder
size

200 BAR/2900 psi
fill pressure / Integrated
manometer (pressure gauge)

Rotary
magazine

9 shot magazine in cal.4,5/.177
7 shot magazine in cal.5,5/.22

Accessories
included
in the box

Rifle, Magazine,
Adapter, O-ring,
MGS kit, Picatinny

Suggested for Small game hunting /
target practice
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SILENCE REVOLUTION

PATENTED S4 SUPPRESSOR
The new Patented* S4 SUPPRESSOR is the latest
Stoeger AIRGUNS design evolution of the integral
silencer system, combines the DUAL- EFFECT
of the baffles and decompression chamber
and now the additional compensator technology.
The new XM1 incoporates the most advanced
technology to reduce the noise better than ever.
The best in its class.
*EP3023729 *US10514224 *ZL201580063122.8
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S4 SUPPRESSOR
320 m/s - 1050 fps
XM1 S4 SUPPRESSOR
All innovative XM1 features plus the new generation
of integral silencer S4 cumulating baffles and compensators.

XM1 S4 SUPPRESSOR

XM1 S4 SUPPRESSOR - COMBO
Included with the rifle
Single-shot tray
Rotary
magazine
Adapter

Right side
picatinny
Left side
picatinny

Base
cheekpiece

Base blue
pistol grip

Monte Carlo
raised
cheekpiece

XL black
pistol grip

XM1 S4 SUPPRESSOR - TECHNICAL FEATURES

PRO ADAPTIVE LENGTH
Length of pull adjustable with
color spacers for optimal comfort
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ERGONOMIC BOLT LEVER
With exclusive THRIDION
checkering for maximum grip

LEFT SIDE PICATINNY RAIL
Multi-use Picatinny rail integrating
a rack for 3 spare magazines

PRO ADAPTIVE TRIGGER
Progressive regulation of the
trigger length (- 4 mm +8 mm)

HIGH PRECISION
XM1 PCP rifle can perform
the best accuracy in its category
with a 5 shot group

PRO SERVICING
Removable silencer cover for easy
access to the pressure gauge

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177 - 5,5 mm /.22

Finish

Black Synthetic - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Power source

Precharged pneumatic (PCP) with integrated regulator

Scope for combo

4x32 with high power mount

Cocking system Bolt-action System - Repeater

Total length

45 in. / 1.146 mm

Trigger

Stoeger Adjustable Sliding Trigger System (short position: - 4 mm; long position: + 8 mm)

Barrel length

281/2 in. / 725 mm

Safety

Manual

Weight

2,6 Kg without scope

Front sight

Interchangeable front sight with red fiber-optic

Velocity cal. 4,5 mm Up to 320 m/s (1050 fps)

Rear sight

Fully adjustable fiber-optic rear sight

Velocity cal. 5,5 mm Up to 274 m/s (900 fps)

Stock

Human Tech Design Synt. Stock - Ergonomic Features - MGS Technology - Ambidextrous Stock Design

Suppressor

S4 Suppressor System

Cylinder
size

200 BAR/2900 psi
fill pressure / Integrated
manometer (pressure gauge)

Rotary
magazine

9 shot magazine in cal.4,5/.177
7 shot magazine in cal.5,5/.22

Accessories
included
in the box

Rifle, Magazine,
Adapter, O-ring,
MGS kit, Picatinny

Suggested for Small game hunting /
target practice
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FUNCTIONAL ERGONOMICS

THE MOST ADJUSTABLE
AND CUSTOMIZABLE
AIR RIFLE STOCK IN THE WORLD
IN ITS CATEGORY

USER INTERACTION STUDY

USER EXPERIENCE

GRIP LEVEL 1
GRIP LEVEL 2
SUPPORT VOLUME
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

THE MOST ADJUSTABLE
AND CUSTOMIZABLE
AIR RIFLE STOCK IN THE WORLD
IN ITS CATEGORY
MGS Multi Grip System
CHEEKPIECE SETTING
3 STEPS:
Min flush surface
Med + 10mm
Max + 20mm

The quick adjustable cheekpiece is a unique
design specifically made for the RX20TAC
by Italian engineers

Safe

Tactical precision stock
and barrel design

Optimized for control
and comfort

Greatest ergonomics stock ever

MGS Multi Grip System
BASE BLACK PAD Checkering level 1
BLUE/ORANGE PADS Rougher embossing finish

PRO ADAPTIVE LENGTH
Length of pull adjustable with color
spacers for optimal comfort
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MGS Multi Grip System
BASE BLACK PISTOL GRIP Checkering level 1
BLUE/ORANGE PISTOL GRIP Rougher embossing finish

PICATINNY RAILS FOR BIPOD
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305 m/s - 1000 fps
RX20 TAC - NEW 2021
The RX20TAC is Stoeger AIRGUNS first Varmint rifle. It’s carefully engineered for
best shooting comfort and innovative style that allows exclusive fit and customization:
T2 double stage trigger group; 3-9x40 AO scope and high power 2 ring mount;
Picatinny side rails for bipod and accessories. Designed for dynamic shooters.
RX20 TAC SUPPRESSOR - COMBO

RX20 TAC - COMBO

RX20TAC has identical external style to
RX20TAC S2 SUPPRESSOR but without internal
Suppressor technology. RX20TAC longer barrel
+95 mm extends to the muzzle.

+95 mm
RX20TAC - BARREL

RX20 TAC - TECHNICAL FEATURES

SAFETY BUTTON
PRO ADAPTIVE LENGTH
With ProAdaptive Checkering
Length of pull adjustable with
color spacers for optimal comfort
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ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
Adjustable T2
double stage trigger

MGS CHEEKPIECE
Adjustable cheekpiece
in 3 steps, from 0 to 20mm

MULTI GRIP SYSTEM
Black ProAdaptive Checkering
Blue embossed
Orange embossed

PISTOL GRIP/PADS
Included with the rifle

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177 - 5,5 mm /.22

Scope for combo

3-9x40 AO scope with high power mount

Power source

Spring or Gas Ram and Piston

Total length

44 in. / 1.122 mm

Cocking system Break-action breech-loader with ergonomic cocking grip

Barrel length

18 in. / 461,8 mm

Trigger

Stoeger AIRGUNS Adjustable trigger T2 - double stage

Weight

3 Kg without scope
Max 370 mm - Medium 363 mm - Low 356 mm

Safety

Automatic, ambidextrous safety mounted on back of receiver

LOP

Stock

Human Tech Design Stock with ProAdaptive Checkering and Multi Grip System MGS

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with alloy pellet 360 m/s - 1200 fps

Finish

Black Synthetic - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with lead pellet

305 m/s - 1000 fps

Rail for scope

Integral dovetail scope rail on receiver

Velocity cal.5,5 mm with lead pellet

240 m/s - 800 fps
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USER INTERACTION STUDY

FUNCTIONAL ERGONOMICS

GRIP LEVEL 1
GRIP LEVEL 2
SUPPORT VOLUME

USER EXPERIENCE
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305 m/s - 1000 fps
RX40 - SINGULAR PERSONALITY
Smart and designed to place leisure and fun at the
heart of the precision shooting experience. The RX40
rifle has been designed for those who seek the utmost
style and comfort. Great ergonomics of the stock
and easy under lever cocking.

PRECISION AND POWER
- Fixed barrel single shot for optimal precision
- Barrel and cylinder a solidly assembled
in one strong unit
- Flip-up magazine

RX40

RX40 - COMBO

Black
Synthetic
finish

Hardwood
finish*

RX40 - TECHNICAL FEATURES

Safety Button with
ProAdaptive Checkering
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Recoil absorbing pad
with ProAdaptive
anti slip checkering

Adjustable T2
double stage trigger

Fiber optic front sight
Release button
Underlever cocking

Multi Grip System (only on Synthetic finish rifles)
Black ProAdaptive Checkering pads
Blue embossed pads
Orange embossed pads

* The RX Hardwood finish rifles do not
feature the MGS Multi Grip System
technology and do not include
the interchangeable pads

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177

Finish

Black Synthetic | Hardwood - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Power source

Spring or Gas Ram and Piston

Rail for scope

Integral dovetail scope rail on receiver

Cocking system Under lever cocking - Fixed barrel single shot for optimal precision

Scope for combo 3-9x40 AO

Trigger

Stoeger AIRGUNS Adjustable trigger T2 - double stage

Total length

43 in. / 1.090 mm

Safety

Automatic, ambidextrous safety mounted on back of receiver

Barrel length

161/2 in. / 420 mm
3 Kg without scope

Front sight

Hooded front sight with a red fiber-optic

Weight

Rear sight

Fiber-optic, fully adjustable for elevation and windage

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with alloy pellet: 360 m/s - 1200 fps

Stock

Human Tech Design Stock with ProAdaptive Checkering and Multi Grip System MGS

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with lead pellet: 305 m/s - 1000 fps
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Technologic Stoeger Logos

THE EVOLUTION OF SILENCE
Co-molded metal tube

Barrel

Stoeger Barrel Lock

NEW
Interchangeable front sight - Customization

PATENTED S3 SUPPRESSOR

RX Product Line Stoeger Logos
NEW
Decompression Chamber - More Performance

NEW
Air regulation Baffles - Larger volume

Positioning spring
Front cap with fixing screws

+35 mm longer
than the previous version
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Stoeger AIRGUNS Patented* S3 Suppressor: the ultimate
innovation in the airguns industry. Completely developed
from scratch, it is the first suppressor in the world to have
an interchangeable front sight and an air decompression
chamber that further enhances the performance of
the new air regulation baffles, optimized to be more
performing than the S2 version. The revolutionary design
of the S3 Suppressor has made it possible to develop
a longer barrel (35 mm), hence with a greater precision
of shooting.
Innovation, Technology and Style are the three principles
behind our “Human Tech Design” philosophy. The Stoeger
AIRGUNS RX20 S3 incorporates the very best in style and
performance. The S3 Suppressor System combines the
functions of an internal air regulation baffles and the new
decompression chamber, that work in tandem to reduce
noise better than any other airguns on the market.
*EP3023729 *US10514224 *ZL201580063122.8
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305 m/s - 1000 fps
RX20 - PERFECT FEELING
Innovation, Technology and Style are the three principles behind a fully new concept.
Stoeger AIRGUNS designer’s challenge has been to develop and implement something
special that could convey new emotions. The unique design and ergonomic shapes
makes the air rifle fit perfectly to the shooter.

Technologic Stoeger Logos

RX20 S3 SUPPRESSOR

RX Product Line Stoeger Logos

RX20 SPORT - COMBO

+95 mm

RX20 SPORT - BARREL

RX20 DYNAMIC - COMBO

RX20 SPORT has identical external style to RX20
S3 SUPPRESSOR but without internal Suppressor
technology. RX20 SPORT longer barrel +95 mm
extends to the muzzle.

Black
Synthetic
finish

NEW

Green
Synthetic
finish

NEW

Grey
Synthetic
finish

Hardwood
finish*

RX20 S3 SUPPRESSOR / RX20 SPORT / RX20 DYNAMIC - TECHNICAL FEATURES

Safety Button with
ProAdaptive Checkering
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Recoil absorbing pad
with ProAdaptive
anti slip checkering

Adjustable T2
double stage trigger

Interchangeable front sight
(S3 Suppressor - Sport)
with red and orange fiber optic

Multi Grip System (only on Synthetic finish rifles)
Black ProAdaptive Checkering pads
Blue embossed pads
Orange embossed pads

* The RX Hardwood finish rifles do not
feature the MGS Multi Grip System
technology and do not include
the interchangeable pads

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177 - 5,5 mm /.22

Finish

Black Synthetic | Green Synthetic | Grey Synthetic | Hardwood - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Power source

Spring or Gas Ram and Piston

Rail for scope

Integral dovetail scope rail on receiver

Cocking system Break-action breech-loader with ergonomic cocking grip

Scope for combo 4x32 with high power mount

Trigger

Stoeger AIRGUNS Adjustable trigger T2 - double stage

Total length

S3 Suppressor / Sport: 44 in. / 1.122 mm - Dynamic: 421/2 in. / 1.080 mm

Safety

Automatic, ambidextrous safety mounted on back of receiver

Barrel length

S3 Suppressor: 14 in./366,7 mm - Sport: 18 in./461,8 mm - Dynamic: 161/2 in./419,7 mm
3 Kg without scope

Front sight

Interchangeable front sight (S3 Suppressor, Sport) Hooded front sight with a red and orange, fiber-optic

Weight

Rear sight

Fiber-optic, fully adjustable for elevation and windage

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with alloy pellet: 360 m/s - 1200 fps - Velocity cal.4,5 mm with lead pellet: 305 m/s - 1000 fps

Stock

Human Tech Design Stock with ProAdaptive Checkering and Multi Grip System MGS

Velocity cal.5,5 mm with lead pellet: 240 m/s - 800 fps
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200 m/s - 660 fps

RX5

RX5 - COMBO

Black
Synthetic
finish

NEW

Green
Synthetic
finish

NEW

Grey
Synthetic
finish

Hardwood
finish

RX5 - TECHNICAL FEATURES

RX5 - COMPACT PERFORMANCE
Human Tech Design philosophy translated to a compact
and light, easy to handle air rifle with RX aesthetics
and functional innovations – to approach the world
of air rifles and fun outdoor shooting.
Safety Button with
ProAdaptive Checkering
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Recoil absorbing pad
with ProAdaptive
anti slip checkering

Front sight with fiber optic

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177 - 5,5 mm /.22

Finish

Black Synthetic | Green Synthetic | Grey Synthetic | Hardwood - Rifled, blued steel barrel

Power source

Spring piston

Rail for scope

Integral dovetail scope rail on receiver

Cocking system

Break-action breech-loader with ergonomic cocking grip

Scope for combo

4x32 with high power mount

Trigger

Double stage - factory set

Total length

41 in. / 1.030 mm

Safety

Automatic, ambidextrous safety mounted on back of receiver

Barrel length

161/2 in./420 mm
2,4 Kg without scope

Front sight

Hooded front sight with a red, fiber-optic insert

Weight

Rear sight

Fiber-optic, fully adjustable for elevation and windage

Velocity cal.4,5 mm with alloy pellet: 245 m/s - 810 fps - Velocity cal.4,5 mm with lead pellet: 200 m/s - 660 fps

Stock

Human Tech Design Stock with ProAdaptive Checkering

Velocity cal.5,5 mm with lead pellet: 150 m/s - 500 fps
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XP4

X3TAC

110 m/s - 360 fps

140 m/s - 450 fps

XP4 - BLACK SYNTHETIC

XP4 - GREEN SYNTHETIC

X3 TAC - SYNTHETIC

XP4 - THE TACTICAL ATTITUDE
AND THE MILITARY FEELING
The Stoeger AIRGUNS XP4 air pistol is infused
by our lineage of firearm expertise. The XP4 lines have been
conceived for an easy ambidextrous handling. Composite
corrosion free frame technology for light and extremely
attractive ergonomic. The XP4 caliber 4,5mm / .177
adopts the recoiless single shot pre-compressed technology
for optimal shooting comfort and accuracy. Double stage
trigger. Automatic safety. Precision sights with adjustable
windage and elevation rearsight and fiber optic inserts for
maximum visibility. Integral slide and underneath rails for
laser devices, flash lighters or other type of accessories.

YOUTH - THE FUN SHOOTING EXPERIENCE
The X3-TAC features a skeletonized tactical-style black
synthetic stock. This airgun has a short 30 cm / 11
3/4” length of pull, making it just the right size for youth.

XP4 - TECHNICAL FEATURES
4,5 mm /.177

Caliber

4,5 mm /.177

Safety

Automatic

Trigger

Factory set double stage

Stock

Black Synthetic / Green Synthetic

Safety

Automatic

9.7 in. / 246 mm

Stock

Black Synthetic

Barrel Length 6.7 in. / 170 mm

Optics

/

Weight

1,2 Kg

Total Length

35.4 in. / 900 mm

Cal. 4,5 mm with alloy pellet: 130 m/s - 410 fps
Cal. 4,5 mm with lead pellet: 110 m/s - 360 fps

Barrel Length

14.5 in. / 370 mm

Weight

2,1 Kg

Velocity

Cal. 4,5 mm with alloy pellet: 170 m/s - 560 fps
Cal. 4,5 mm with lead pellet: 140 m/s - 450 fps

Total Length

Velocity

Front sight with fiber
optic - Slide integral
mounting rail
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Rail underneath
the barrel

Automatic safety
Double stage trigger

Adjustable rearsight
with fiber optic insert

X3TAC - TECHNICAL FEATURES

Caliber

Pistol grip

Rear sight
with fiber optic

Rubber pad
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FOLLOW US ON OUR
OFFICIAL SOCIAL MEDIA
#stoegerairguns

STOEGER AIRGUNS IN THE WORLD
DISTRIBUTION NET
The Stoeger AIRGUNS key of success is related to the best in
class distribution force. Our Beretta Group partners and the main
importers in the world are supporting the brand in sales and after
sales, helping to develop new products, understand the real end user
needs and more.
The Stoeger AIRGUNS distribution goal is to maintain the long term
relation with our current partners and build new long terms relations.
Stoeger AIRGUNS deliver value by combining excellent quality,
accuracy and power with the look and feel of a sporting and innovative
firearm that is backed by the BERETTA GROUP customer service at
the right price.
Stoeger AIRGUNS offers the best customer service and industry
leading warranty thanks to the premium distribution net.
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ARGENTINA

CANADA

FRANCE

GREECE

NEW ZEALAND

PORTUGAL

SOUTH AFRICA

SWEDEN

TURKEY

UKRAINE

Modestini Y Cia S.r.l.
www.berettaargentina.com.ar

Stoeger Canada (1990) LTD.
www.stoegercanada.ca

Humbert S.A.S.
www.humbert.com

Beretta Hellas S.R.L.
www.berettahellas.gr

Beretta New Zealand Ltd
www.beretta.com

Espingardaria Belga Lda
www.esp-belga.com

Delta
www.deltadistribution.co.za

Sako Sweden
www.sako.se

Stoeger Silah Sanayi A.S.
www.stoeger.com.tr

STVOL
www.stvol.ua

AUSTRALIA

FINLAND

GERMANY

ITALY

NORWAY

RUSSIA

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

UK

USA

Beretta Australia PTY LDT
www.berettaaustralia.com

Sako Ltd.
www.sako.se

Manfred Alberts GmbH
www.manfred-alberts.de

Franchi
www.franchi.com

Nordskog AS
www.nordskog.com

Russian Eagle
www.russianeagle.ru

Beretta Benelli Iberica S.A.
www.bbi.es

Outdoor Enterprise SA
www.outdoor-enterprise.ch

GMK Ltd
www.gmk.co.uk

Benelli U.S.A. Corporation
usa.stoegerairguns.com
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Stoeger AIRGUNS reserves the right
to make modifications to the products shown
in this catalogue at any time without prior
notice. The finishings shown in this catalogue
are approximate, as a printed reproduction
causes inevitable colour differences.

- Art Direction
- Graphic design
- Photo shooting
- 3D visualization
- Digital post production
Studiopieri Web & Graphic Agency

stoegerairguns.com

